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From the Chairman

David Bryant, Chairman

There have been some notable changes
during the year. First and foremost, Barrie
Booth decided to step down from the
committee after a spectacular innings of three
decades of service to the MNA, most of them
as coach secretary. That was a remarkable
feat, during years when Barrie witnessed
controversy, clashes of personality and
momentous decisions, such as changing our
status to a charity. Meanwhile, a relatively
new member, Alexander Mansfield, came
forward and offered his services as treasurer,
a role which Terry Williams has fulfilled
admirably and has
willingly relinquished – a
good demonstration of
seamless service.

Lastly, our secretary Barbara Lee has
revamped and brought fresh ideas to the
format of the larger supplementary
programme.
Some members are fully aware of my social
observations following a two week
birdwatching trip to coastal Texas during April
but I think they are worth broadcasting to a
wider audience. There were several parties of
elementary school children with their books
and clipboards, numerous senior high school
and college students, tough-looking older
men with strange haircuts and tattoos and
several Black, Hispanic and Asian couples
I didn’t notice any basic bird guides: all were
equipped with the thick volumes by National
Geographic, Sibley and Kaufman. The sexes
were evenly balanced. And nobody used a
mobile phone anywhere – sightings were
passed by word of mouth – extraordinary!
I think we have a lot to learn in the UK.

The new Treasurer
Alexander Mansfield

Treasurer's report

Alexander Mansfield, Treasurer

Meeting our objectives
Being a registered charity brings us a number
of benefits, which include Gift Aid, but it also
brings obligations. A key obligation is to be
active in furthering our charitable objectives.
They are:
•
•

Our current program of wildlife recording and
reporting (see Dave Hardy's report on the
MNA's database on page 6) is contributing to
our second objective, and the Committee is
currently considering two further projects.
The first is to set up the Eric Hardy Memorial
Prize, which would be awarded annually to
the student at the School of Environmental
Sciences at Liverpool University who carries
out the best local ecological project. The
second is to fund the setting up of a number
of platforms in the Mersey Estuary to attract
breeding Ospreys back to the area.

To educate the public about any aspect of
natural history
To protect fauna and flora and to
preserve important wildlife habitats for the
benefit of the public.

So why is this relevant to the Treasurer’s
Report? Charities should have a level of
reserves to cover all potential contingencies,
but the reserves of the MNA are currently
above that level. To prevent potential
criticism that we have reserves in the bank
that ought to be working to further our
charitable objectives, the Committee needs
your help and ideas in deciding how we can
use our existing reserves over a number of
years for education and wildlife protection.

In addition, we are considering donating to
the Lancashire Wildlife Trust's appeal to save
the important wildlife habitat at Chat Moss.
The Committee would appreciate your views
on these projects and would like to hear any
more ideas you have which would further our
aims as a charity. They will be discussed at
the forthcoming AGM.
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Membership Report

John Clegg, Membership Secretary

2011 was a good year for new members due
to our membership leaflets. I would like to
thank all who took the time to give them out.
Keep up the good work!

Enclosed with this Newsletter are two
programme cards of different sizes. The
small one is the normal "pocket" programme,
and the large "amplified" programme
replaces the former Trip Sheet. It has all the
same meeting dates and places as the
pocket programme, but also includes what
we hope to see, and details of distances,
toilets, telescope recommendations and so
on. You may stick it on your wall, kitchen
cupboard door or notice board. Let the
Committee know which you prefer, or if we
should continue with both.

Current membership stands at 165, up from
148 at the end of 2010. Unfortunately a lot of
our long-time members didn't renew. This
may be because we have an ageing
membership, but I was only informed of the
deaths of two members, both of whom had
been inactive for many years.

Coach Secretary's Report

John Clegg, Acting Coach Secretary

Wirral pick-ups on all outings going North and
East. We will pick up at Woodside and
Bromborough on outings going South and to
Wales, if required.

The response to the 2011 coaches was
mixed, with numbers between 19 and 27.
Three coaches made a loss and on the Llafar
Valley trip a dud £20 note was given, which
was deducted by the bank. The other
coaches made profits from £7.00 to £130.00.

Will members please note that I will not be
taking the bookings for coaches in 2012. The
position of Coach Secretary is currently
vacant, so please ring David Bryant to book
coaches next year.

As a result of the poor response to coach
trips from Wirral members, the Bromborough
pick-up had to be cancelled on all but one
trip. The Committee have decided to stop the

Secretary's Report

Barbara Lee, Secretary

Car sharing
Our arrangements for car sharing have not
been very well organised in previous years,
so for 2012 each leader is nominated as the
car share co-ordinator for their trips. Some
destinations are difficult to get to without a
car (Point of Air 4th February, Woolston Eyes
14th April and Haweswater 21st April) so if
you are planning to travel to them by car,
please don't drive there alone! Ring the
leader about a week beforehand and offer
your spare seats to other members. Those
without cars should ring the leader and see if
anyone could give them a lift. A contribution
to the petrol costs would be appreciated.

weather and on when the Natterjacks start
singing. Interested members should contact
David Bryant in early March and he will let
you know when the conditions are right.
David often goes on unplanned walks during
the summer (see his Natural History Diary at
the end of this newsletter) and would be
happy to have other members accompany
him. His impromptu trips are usually midweek, and sometimes he makes the decision
to go as late as the evening before, but if you
would be available at short notice and would
like to accompany him, give him your phone
number or your e-mail address and he will let
you know.

Extra field trips
We planned to add a Natterjack walk to the
programme this year, but it is hard to arrange
one because the date depends on the

Young naturalists
It was good to see some members bringing
their children out with them last year – keen
young naturalists all ! I looked up the
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government's guidance on working with
children, since there are now complicated
laws about that sort of thing, but the MNA has
no need to worry. As long as the children are
with a parent or guardian, we don't need to
have any permits or screening. Children of 17
and under may not be paid-up members and
don't have voting rights at the AGM, but your
children or grandchildren are welcome so
long as they are interested in wildlife and
behave responsibly.

filling-in of the dock for building development.
I circulated the request to those members
with e-mail, then responded to Jacobs saying
that none of us had any relevant information.
They replied with thanks.
Gift aid
A big thank you to all the members who have
signed Gift Aid Declarations. In the final days
of December 2010 we sneaked in a claim for
the 2006 subscriptions, beating the deadline,
which netted us £44.19. During 2011 we
claimed for the 2007-2010 subs, plus the tax
paid on bank interest during 2007 and 2008.
That claim yielded £409.02. Now that the
backlog has been dealt with, our routine
claims will provide about £100 a year. If any
member who has not already signed a Gift
Aid Declaration wishes to do so, please let
any member of the Committee know and we
will get a form to you.

Public consultations
The MNA was consulted about three local
engineering projects in 2011. I think it is a
compliment to the MNA that we are being
consulted on the environmental impact of
projects like this.
In February we were approached by the
National Grid about the proposed HVDC
cable bringing green energy ashore at
Leasowe and going underground to Connah's
Quay. Dave Hardy went to one of the public
meetings on the MNA's behalf and reported
that work will start in 2013 and take two
years. It will run mostly across agricultural
land, although traffic on the Chester Road
may be disrupted for a while. Once it's
completed, we won't know it's there. Later in
the year they asked us if we had any wildlife
records near the route and we were able to
give them details of Natterjack toads, Belted
Beauty moths and Early Mining Bees.

Books via Amazon
The MNA website now has a link to Amazon
at the bottom of our homepage. If you click
through to their website via the MNA link and
buy books (or anything else) we will get a
commission (but you won't get a discount,
sorry!). It is an easy way to support the MNA.
Coots with leg rings
If you see a coot with leg rings, it is part of a
project by the Loghan Hurst Ringing Group
which is studying the movements of coots in
the North West. They want to hear about your
sightings, so please record the ringing pattern
carefully, and the date and place you saw it.

David Bryant and Sabena Blackbird attended
a presentation by Peel Holdings about the
proposed Mersey Barrage. The best site
would be New Brighton, but it is ruled out
because of the disruption to shipping. The
other two possible sites are Dingle to Rock
Ferry or Garston to Eastham, which is the
favourite. Peel Holdings are aware of the
importance of the estuary for wading birds
and are keen to get the ecology right. They
plan to do some sediment transport
modelling. The RSPB are against it, although
they may accept the scheme if rules for the
regular exposure of mudflats are written into
the eventual planning consent. Further
developments are awaited.

The first 1000 birds are marked like this:
Right leg: one colour ring above a BTO ring.
Left leg: two colour rings (and you should
note which colour is above the other). The
colours in use are white, black, red, yellow,
orange, dark blue, light blue, green and
purple.
The second thousand will have white Darvic
rings on the left leg and BTO rings on the
right leg. The Darvic ring has black letters
and numbers on a white background and will
say something like AA6. Please report any
sightings to kanebrides@gmail.com, or pass
a note to any member of the committee.

Jacobs Engineering UK Ltd e-mailed the
MNA early in 2011 asking for any ecological
data within and bordering Wellington Dock.
They said they were doing an environmental
impact assessment for development works
there. This is not the same project as the
barrage, and may be related to the proposed
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Wildlife Recording – the MNA Biological Record Database

David Hardy

The MNA database of biological records
(sightings) which was initiated at the start of
2011 has got off to a good start with 1127
records of 487 species from 237 locations.
These locations vary from a precise 10 figure
grid reference, a tetrad reference code or to a
more general definition like "Carsington
Water". Most of the records were obtained
from group coach meetings, but also from
information forwarded to me by members
from their personal records during the year.
Most species are represented by only a
handful of records, the honour of having the
most records belonging to a butterfly – the
Grayling, Hipparchia semele. This is largely
the result of my personal records from the
survey organised by Merseyside Biobank on
the Sefton Coast which has been running for
several years. The Mallard is the most
frequently recorded bird. Of special interest
are David Bryant's records of the Chough
around the cliffs of the Llyn Peninsula.
Invertebrates are well represented with an
encouraging number of records from the less
well-studied families (sawflies etc.). The
attractive but local moth, the Wood Tiger
Parasemia plantaginis was found on Ruabon
Moor by David and myself and a number of
members saw the equally local Red-necked
Footman Atolmis rubricollis swarming around
the tops of conifers on the edge of Gisburn
Forest above Stocks Reservoir. Mammal
records are in short supply, but this is not
surprising given the difficulty of seeing them
on a casual basis.

Sightings of Grayling Hipparchia semele

I would like to thank those members who
have passed records on to me and ask
members to forward their records to me to
add to the database, where they can be of
general interest to other members or be
forwarded to county recorders, record offices
etc. Any record is welcome, not just the
scarce or rare species. One example of
under-reporting is the mole. We all see
molehills but according to the records they
are a scarce animal.
The database is held on Mapmate software
and will be available to view at the AGM in
February at Bootle Cricket Club.

John's MINDBENDING Quiz

John Clegg

All the answers will be found in the natural world
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Bag of one penny coins
This flower will not sting
A football game
Gardening detectives
Scottish song by Moira Anderson
Night Hawk with a thick knee
Bannister in a pond
Deer in a German car
A little Everton fan
Would you find this in Egypt?
In a cave twice

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

A fruit in place of PG
High joke
This singer comes out at night
Well groomed in the courtroom
What runners are like at the end of a race
Sometimes found in one's throat
Torvill and Dean on a small lake
Scotland's favourite wee dram
Two paracetamol with water

The answers are on page 14.
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Hilbre Island

2nd April 2011 by Sabena J Blackbird

Eighteen MNA members gathered on the
Dee Lane slipway at West Kirby just before
9am and we began the trudge across the
mud to Hilbre. As we approached Middle
Eye a flock of 93 Pale-bellied Brent Geese
were bobbing around on the water. One of
the overwintering Brents was ringed in
August 2007 at Axel Heiberg Island in Arctic
Canada. There was no time to ponder the
distance of its migration as the tide was
coming in fast with the wind. The advance
party of the group managed to hoof it over
Middle Eye (stopping briefly to watch a
heavily moulting Merlin) tentatively hop
across the slippery seaweed-covered rocks
and wade through the rising water towards
Hilbre. Five of us made it, with Dave Hardy
taking a bit of a soaking at the last rivulet.
The rest of the group were stranded on
Middle Eye over the tide.

a few weeks and usually stays on its own
away from the more aggressive Grey Seals
Haliochoerus grypus. I approached and
peeked over the edge and quickly took a few
shots, it was in fact a female Grey Seal
whose fur was quite brown in appearance.
Sid Duff had also seen earlier a rather yellow
looking Common Frog Rana temporaria so
we headed off to investigate the tussocky
grass bank close to the Bird Observatory.
We soon found a Frog but this evaded photo
capture and headed deep into a hole
underneath one of the tussocks. As we
began to wander off a more obliging Frog
hopped across in front of us in clear view.
A wonderful burst of colour was a carpet of
Lesser Celandine Ranunculus ficaria
adjacent to the Bird Observatory, that was
attracting a couple of Buff-tailed Bumblebees
Bombus terrestris. We walked through the
bracken, trying to avoid crunching the many
Garden Snails Cornu aspersum (or Helix
aspersa depending on your taxonomical
opinion) that were out and about, leaving
their slimy trails after the rain. We watched
the rest of the group over on Middle Eye and
wondered how they were faring. The odd
Hirundine flew over with Swallows, Sand
Martins and an early House Martin.

Wheatears everywhere,
perched on the fence posts
and hopping over the grass
We were in for a fantastic day. The overnight
rain and thunderstorms along with the southwesterly wind had meant phylloscopus
Warblers – Blackcap, Willow Warbler and
Chiffchaff – decided to hunker down in the
bushes. The Hilbre Bird Observatory guys
were busy ringing and were regularly
checking the Heligoland traps and mist nests
strewn across the island. Wheatears were
everywhere, perched on the fence posts and
hopping over the grass with some pristine
looking males and a few of the apricotchested Greenland leucorhoa race.

A Ring Ouzel had been knocking around the
Ranger's garden and I was lucky enough to
see it being caught in one of the Heligoland
traps. The ringers bagged it along with their
other catches and took it along to the Bird
Observatory for ringing and other
measurements. A scattering of us eagerly
gathered beside the Obs gate and waited.
One of the ringers emerged and we were
treated to seeing a Willow Warbler in the
hand. It was in fine condition and the ringer
gently ruffled its breast feathers to show its
fat reserve. Next a male Blackcap was
brought out to us and then the Ring Ouzel! A
fine second-year male, and it was a privilege
to see this increasingly rare bird up-close.

Chris Butterworth had found a couple of more
unusual shells with the bivalves: Spisula
subtruncata, a creamy yellow or white shell
that is shaped like an asymmetrical triangle
and its relative Spisula solida with a thicker
oval shelled. Sid Duff had spotted a Seal
hauled out on the rocks at the north end of
the island close to the old Lifeboat Station.
We initially thought that it may have been a
Common Seal Phoca vitulina that a few of us
had seen earlier nosily watching us from the
sea. The Common Seal has been around for

The tide had begun to ebb and the stranded
group slowly ambled their way across to
Hilbre. We swapped sightings, the Middle
Eye contingent also seeing plenty of
Wheatears, Blackcaps and Hirundines
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the Neolithic midden which I hadn’t. We
climbed down the steps, beside which an
exposed area of the peaty soil clearly showed
a layer consisting mostly of shellfish remains.
We continued down to the whaleback taking
particular care on a patch of slippery algae
covered rock. The whaleback has some
angular shaped rockpools where the
sandstone was carved out to provide
reinforcement building blocks for sea
defence. It is a real rockpool haven with
numerous Beadlet Anemones Actinia equina
and a few Green Sea Anemones Actinia
prasina. The Honeycomb Worm Sabellaria
alveolata had been busy reef-building and
there were plenty of Common Limpets Patella
vulgata that graze on algae and return after
feeding to a depression on their home area of
rock known as a scar. As we climbed back
up we noticed some mottled sandstone
where the iron oxide had leached out in
varying amounts producing a blotched
appearance to the rock.

overhead. A couple of this group were
fortunate enough to see the released Ring
Ouzel before it continued its journey to the
moors.

Ring Ouzel 2nd year male

Mottled Sandstone

We began the walk back and found Sid Duff
who was mooching around the rockpools
between Hilbre and Middle Eye. He was
currently watching a few Sand Gobies
Pomatoschistmus minutes in a pool and had
seen a Common Shore Crab Carcinus
maenas and found a Sea Potato – the Heart
Urchin Echinocardium cordatum. Interesting
Seaweeds included the red algae Chondrus
crispus Carragheen (a.k.a. Irish Moss) that is
rich in iodine and sulphur and is often used
as a thickener and stabilizer in ice-cream. I
later found out that in Jamaica Carragheen is
used as a basis for a popular drink that is a
purported aphrodisiac. The Carragheen is
boiled in water, then sweetened condensed
milk, rum and spices are added then it is
served chilled.

Grey Seal female Haliochoerus grypus

We all headed up to the north end of Hilbre
and looked out over an area known as the
whaleback, where a flock of 75+ Turnstones
were picking over the recently exposed
seaweed. A couple of Purple Sandpipers
were amongst them and another two were
seen with more Turnstones feeding on the
tideline to the right of the old Lifeboat Station.
Chris Butterworth asked whether I had seen
8

cultivated vegetables as Sugar Beet and
Chard, whose leaves can be eaten raw or
cooked. A more gruesome find was the
corpse of a 2nd winter Lesser Black Backed
Gull.
With the sun now blazing down we squelched
back across the mud with many day-trippers
heading out towards Hilbre. We briefly
watched a Green Leaf Worm Eulalia viridis as
it quickly buried itself into the sand, and found
a more lethargic Lugworm Arenicola marina.
We could see that it had a head end, a fat
middle with bristles and feathery gills and a
much thinner tail end. It lives in U-shaped
burrows with the head shaft having the
saucer shaped depression and the tail end
producing the characteristic coils of sand.

Hilbre Island at low tide

Chris Butterworth led a few conchological
discussions when we identified Pullet Carpet
Shells Venerupis senegalensis, Sand Gapers
Mya arenaria, Dog Whelks Nucella lapillus
and compared Common Cockles
Cerastoderma edule with Lagoon Cockles
Cerastoderma glaucum.

The shallow covering of water on the sand
held numerous amphipods that were darting
around. These tiny crustaceans are shrimplike and the many species found along the
coast provide an important link in the estuary
food chain. We soon reached the crowds on
the beach at West Kirby and said our
goodbyes after a most memorable Hilbre
meeting.

We climbed up the steps over Middle Eye
noting a few plants of Danish Scurvy-grass
Cochlearia danica with its delicate mauvewhite flowers and whose leaves are rich in
Vitamin C. They were extensively eaten by
sailors suffering from scurvy after long sea
voyages. There were also a few clumps of
Sea Beet Beta vulgaris, a relative of such

Bempton Cliffs RSPB Reserve

25th June 2011, Sabena J Blackbird

Twenty-three MNA members joined the
coach for our visit to the RSPB reserve at
Bempton Cliffs in East Yorkshire. Looking
back at my records it is five years since we
had visited the reserve so there were a lot of
expectant members wishing to experience
the thrill of a major seabird nesting colony in
the midst of the breeding season.

On arriving at 12:30pm after a long drive I
immediately headed down to the viewpoint
known as Staple Newk which has fine views
over a sea stack with nesting Gannets. There
are around 6,000 pairs that nest on the chalk
cliffs and Bempton has long been famed as
having the only mainland nesting colony of
Gannets in the UK.
These huge birds seemed ungainly as they
bunched together on their nests protecting
their fluffy chicks from the beaks of their close
nesting neighbours. It was in the air that they
came into their own. It was breezy to say the
least but these birds appeared graceful as
they glided by with outstretched wings
occasionally manoeuvring with their tails and
exhibiting some precision-timing back
flapping as they approached the cliff to land.
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A few Gannets did land at the top of the cliff
and through the thick cliff top summer flowers
and grasses you could see them collecting
beakfuls of vegetation to take back to their
nests to keep things looking ship-shape for
Mrs Gannet.

you could hear the gasps from visitors as the
Puffins appeared to plummet from the cliff
edge before their tiny wings beating furiously
took them out onto the water. Other nesting
seabirds included Herring Gulls and around
1,200 pairs of Fulmar. This stiff-winged ocean
wanderer is a member of the Albatross or
tube-nose family. Pairs often cackle to each
other sounding like drunken witches and they
will spit thick oily gastric juices at intruders.

I slowly ambled back along the cliff path
(mainly due to the weight of the tripod and
new 500mm lens I was carrying) taking in the
sights and smells of the seabird colony.
There were a number of other viewpoints
overlooking the cliffs and all the visitors were
commenting on the comings and goings of
the other nesting species. Around 38,000
pairs of Kittiwakes are packed onto the cliffs.
There was a real cacophony of sound with
their ‘kitt-e-waak – kitt-e-waak’ call being
blasted from the cliffs, and circling birds
coming into land. Many of the nests held
recently hatched fluffy white chicks and I
watched one of the hungry chicks feeding
greedily.

Guillemot and chick

As I wandered along the cliff-path there were
plenty of Swallows zipping around, Meadow
Pipits and Skylarks battling with the wind
performing display flights, Yellowhammers,
Reed Bunting and a Corn Bunting performing
its jangly-keys song. Rock Doves sat
amongst the cliff-top flowers and Jackdaws
were enjoying the breeze and could
occasionally be seen pinning their wings back
and plummeting almost like Peregrines down
the cliff face.

Around 60,000 Guillemots were nesting side
by side on the narrow ledges. Their eggs are
pear-shaped so that they roll in circles rather
than off the cliff ledge. I spotted a few
‘bridled’ Guillemots amongst the colony.
These are exactly the same species but have
a white bridle mask around their eyes. They
become more common in colonies further
north in the UK. There is a stable population
of 5,000 nesting pairs of Razorbills. Like
many of the nesting seabirds they mainly eat
fish, like sandeels.

I stopped again at Jubilee Corner viewpoint
trying to photograph Gannets in flight when
one bird landed extremely close amongst the
cliff-top grasses. It was the perfect end to the
day and a last opportunity to appreciate these
stunning birds with their snow white plumage,
black wing tips, creamy-yellow heads, steel
grey beaks with dark outlines and blue orbital
rings.

A favourite that many visitors were enthusing
over were the Puffins. Bempton doesn’t have
any rabbits so their more usual nest site of
disused rabbit burrows isn’t available. Instead
they lay a single egg in a crevice in the cliff
rock face. Their dumpy little bodies and tiny
wings are not designed for easy flight and
10

Marine Studies in the Mersey Estuary
When I was approached to become an
occasional crew member on the new
Liverpool University Research Vessel Marisa
(Latin for ‘the sea’) I jumped at the
opportunity. The 14m catamaran was
commissioned to help further understanding
of marine life in the Mersey Estuary & Irish
Sea, and supports research and teaching
within the School of Environmental Sciences.
The scientists have a wide range of research
interests so the sampling techniques and
strategies vary depending on exactly "what
do you want to know?" I’ll outline how we
collect samples, what information this can tell
us and give background information on some
of the marine species collected during the
year.
A bucket overboard can be a simple
technique to collect surface water.

However water samples are more usually
collected at various depths. Here a plastic
Niskin bottle open at both ends is lowered on
a rope to the required depth then a metal
weight or messenger is sent down the line to
trip the caps shut at each end of the bottle so
sealing the Niskin and the water inside.

January 2011, Sabena J Blackbird

Water samples are typically analysed back in
the laboratory for salinity, particulate
chlorophyll, nutrient concentrations (i.e.
nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, silicate and
ammonium) and oxygen.
Salinity varies with the ebb and flow of the
tide and with input from freshwater sources
and will vary daily as well as seasonally.
Typical values in the Mersey Estuary range
from the river input (salinity 0) to Liverpool
Bay (salinity 33, i.e. 33 grams of salt per litre
of solution). Salinity tolerance is of
considerable ecological importance to marine
organisms. Some organisms are ‘Euryhaline’
i.e. able to adapt to a wide range of salinities
by their ability to osmoregulate the salt/water
balance of their bodies. In contrast
‘Stenohaline’ species are those unable to
tolerate a wide salinity variation as they are
osmoconformers unable to regulate their
salt/water balance. Euryhaline species
include Common Shore Crabs Carcinus
maenas and Stenohaline species include the
polychaete worms Nephtys and Arenicola
marina.
Measurement of particulate chlorophyll in the
water is used as an indicator of
phytoplankton biomass. Phytoplankton are
very important to marine ecosystems
because they provide the primary energy
source for the entire marine food web.
Monitoring nutrient concentrations helps to
improve our understanding of how inputs
from rivers impact on the health of this
ecosystem. Excessive amounts of nutrients
can over-stimulate growth of phytoplankton
this can lead to eutrophication and the
formation of toxic algal blooms.
Surface oxygen values normally lie close to
the saturation value (which depends on
salinity, temperature and atmospheric
pressure). However when primary
productivity and light intensity is high this can
lead to supersaturation of the surface layer.
Seafloor grab samples are used to collect
sediments from which particle-size analysis
can help to determine whether the sediment
is coarse or fine grained sand, silt, clay etc.
For sampling marine benthos we employ a
method known as Beam-trawling. The mouth
of the net is held open by a 2m wide metal
beam attached to which are two solid metal

At Bromborough Buoy I thought that moules
marinières would be on the menu for dinner
when we trawled up masses of Common
Mussels Mytilus edulis. However I decided to
revise my meal choice. Mussels are
suspension feeders filtering large volumes of
seawater and are often used as coastal
indicator species as they can accumulate
pollutants such as faecal bacteria or heavy
metals in their flesh.

shoes which slide over the sea-bed. The net
consists of a cone-shaped body ending in a
bag or codend, which retains the catch.

During the early half of 2011 we beamtrawled at a number of sampling ’stations’ or
sites located close to navigational buoys on
the River Mersey. Duke’s Buoy close to the
Echo Arena is a poor site with much scouring
of the River bed due to tidal action and the
amount of boat traffic. We only found a few
small Fish including a Sprat Sprattus sprattus
and Brown Shrimps Crangon crangon during
a couple of beam-trawls though the next
week produced a few Common Starfish
Asterias rubens and Common Shore Crabs
Carcinus maenas.

Starfish on a bed of Mussels

At Waterloo Buoy, out from Gormley’s Iron
Men on the beach we found a Common
Hermit Crab Pagurus berhardus that
inhabited a Common Whelk shell Buccinum
undatum for protection. It is an omnivorous
scavenger and can also filter feed for organic
particles. We also trawled up one of the UK’s
most common soft-corals Dead Men’s
Fingers Alcyonium digitatum (digitatum
meaning fingered).
At Egg Buoy, out from Wallasey Town Hall,
the beam-trawl was dropped 14m down to
the river-bed and trawled for 10mins. We hit
the jackpot for Common Starfish ranging in
size from around 1cm to 10cm in diameter.
Our next few trawls brought up a number of
large boulders in the main net. We caught
many more Starfish and also a number of
berried female Common Shore Crabs i.e.

Collecting stray Starfish from the net
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carrying eggs. Mating occurs in Common
Shore Crabs after the female moults and is
still soft. The female lays up to 185,000 eggs
which she then carries underneath a broad
flap on her abdomen. She will incubate this
egg mass for 2-4 months before moving
towards the estuary where they hatch as
young Protozoea and drift out to sea.

Male Edible Crab with uneven claws

The Starfish, Crabs, Fish, Anemones,
Sponges etc. we collected were bagged up to
be formally identified, measured and weighed
in the laboratory to examine the species
diversity and biomass size spectrum for the
site assemblage.
Female Shore Crab ‘in berry’

At times the weather was calm with blue
skies as we sailed past the Three Graces, at
others it was choppy water with a biting wind
and snow in the air but throughout it has
been an enjoyable and rewarding time on the
RV Marisa.

It takes a number of stages of
metamorphosis before at 2mm the young
crab will settle on the shore. The crab will
then have to undergo a series of moults
before reaching adult size.
Also at Egg Buoy we caught a Common
Blenny Lipophrys pholis a.k.a. Shanny that
has paired fins that allow it to crawl
underneath rocks to hide. They have sharp
teeth for biting barnacles off rocks but also
eat green seaweed.

Shanny on a bed of Starfish

As well as Common Shore Crabs there were
a couple of male Edible Crabs Cancer
pagurus easily identifiable by the 'pie-crust'
edge to the shell. One of these males had
lost its left claw possibly during a fight or
purposefully when crabs shed limbs as an
escape response known as autotomy. Crabs
re-generate lost limbs gradually over
successive moults so crabs can often be
seen with one claw smaller than the other.
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Classroom Clangers – Nature Study
A kangaroo keeps a baby in its porch.
Australia's animals include the kangaroo and
the coca-cola bear.
A Cuckoo is a bird which lays other birds'
eggs in its own nest and viva voce.

compiled by Margaret Parry

Flirtation makes water safe to drink because
it removes large pollutants like grit, sand,
dead sheep and canoeists.
Q
A

What is the difference between an
annual and a bi-annual plant?
An annual is a name given to a plant
which dies every year. Bi-annuals die
only once.

Q
A

What is a kiwi?
A type of polish

Q
A

What has four legs and flies?
A dead horse.

Q

Fish swim about in shawls.
An Australian dog is called a dingy.
In cold weather Eskimos turn their skins
inside out to trap the heat
The camel is the sheep of the desert.

A quorum is a place to keep fish.

A

What is the obvious advantage of camels
holding lots of water?
They rarely need to go to the toilet.

Gravity was invented by Isaac Walton. It is
chiefly noticeable in Autumn when apples are
falling off the trees.

Q
A

What is Charles Darwin best known for?
His book, The Origin of Speeches.

Q

What is the difference between lightning
and electricity?
We don't have to pay for lightning.

A lion is a tiger with black and white dots.

Germans are so small that there may be
billions of them in a drop of water.

A

Answers to John's MINDBENDING Quiz

A Natural History Diary
Carsington Water 19th February 2011
This is a reservoir in Derbyshire under the
control of Severn Trent Water. Opened in
1992, it is a storage or compensation
reservoir with no water extracted for
consumption. Water is pumped from the
River Derwent during heavy rainfall, stored
and returned when necessary.
February is invariably a cold month. Each
time I’ve visited there snow has fallen and

David Bryant

this was no exception as our coach gained
height in the Ashbourne area. However, there
was none at Carsington as we were greeted
by calm waters and a misty landscape in
various shades of pastel grey as in a Turner
painting. As soon as we were off the coach a
nearby feeding station amongst the shrubs
drew attention with some 30 Tree Sparrows
and a pair of Bullfinches and then it was off to
the warm, carpeted Wildlife Centre hide with
its panoramic views. The water held 70 Coot,

Tree Bee 17th May 2011
Amongst the numerous bees in my garden
one looked quite different from the rest
because of its black thorax and white-tipped
chestnut abdomen. It was the Tree Bee
Bombus hypnorum. Reporting it to Liverpool
Museum, Guy Knight said that the first
Cheshire record was only last year. The
species was first reported in the UK in 2001
on the Hampshire/Wiltshire border and since
2007 there has been a massive expansion of
range. It is widespread on the continent, even
found within Arctic Russia. It is strongly
associated with parks and gardens, mostly in
late May and June. It is an effective
pollinator, visiting the flowers of fruit trees,
Bramble, Raspberry and Cotoneaster.

35 Wigeon, 40 Teal and a Great Crested
Grebe while the islands and spit had some
300 Lapwings, a few Redshank and
Oystercatchers. Away to the left 120
Fieldfares fed in rough pasture.
The lakeside path offered lots of male Hazel
catkins and if you looked very closely the
small bright red, female flowers. Branches
had prominent, pale green tufts of the lichen
Evernia prunastri and the elephant trunk-like
Cladonia coniocrea. As we continued our
stroll the list of fungi began to build with
Wrinkled Leather Bracket, Judas’s Ear,
Yellow Brain Fungus, Many-zoned Polypore
or Turkey Tail, Velvet Shank, Jelly Rot
Phlebia tremellosa, Oysterling Crepidotus sp.
and Hairy Curtain Crust.

Moel Fammau 19th May 2011
Although it was windy and overcast with
occasional drizzle Richard Surman and I had
a fairly productive day on the eastern slopes.
Having parked the car in the regular spot we
walked up the lane to the song of a Blackcap
while Orange Tips fluttered about the
Bluebells and Garlic Mustard. The tree-girt
fields above the stream rewarded us with
prolonged views of Great Spotted
Woodpecker feeding on the ground and, with
some patience, a male and female Redstart.

Black and white sheep like goats (found later
to be Jacob’s Sheep) grazed some rough
pasture before we entered a woodland area
to be greeted with the songs of Dunnock,
Robin, Coal Tit and Song Thrush. While
Reed Buntings in the trees drew comment,
the inevitable feeders attracted a dozen
Great Tits and a pair of Bullfinches.

Moving higher into the Gorse zone a
Yellowhammer gave its distinctive song and
higher still Wheatears flittered about the
drystone walls as you would expect. As
Stonechats called from the Heather a Drinker
Moth caterpillar crawled across the track and
a Grey Pine Carpet Moth flew low. At the
highest point we had our lunch to the
accompanying songs of Whinchats, Willow
Warblers a Tree Pipit and a Cuckoo, which
moved from tree to tree. Dropping down to
the grove of Larch, Horse Chestnut and
Sycamore we had two more Cuckoos, one a
female which briefly gave its bubbling call

However, the main focus of attention was a
pair of Great Northern Divers. Initially we had
experienced distant views but now they were
fairly close so that members could really
appreciate their heavy build, steep foreheads
and large, horizontally-held bills. Occasionally
they slipped beneath the water, without a
splash, for up to 70 seconds. Another bird
was seen by the rest of the party at the far
end near the dam.

Walney Island 22nd May 2011
As the coach was approaching the reserve’s
centre eagle-eyed members spotted a
Cuckoo flying low which was a good start.
After a long journey people quickly dispersed,
most heading for the pools behind the centre.
There we had several of the island’s
quintessential birds, Eiders, throwing their
heads back with that evocative crooning call
while Gadwall and Coot cruised about in
silence. At the water’s edge Pat Lockwood
identified Brackish Water Crowfoot. The wind
was getting stronger as we peered out of the

A large, smooth, rounded, very dark pellet
was found at the foot of a fence post. Taken
by Sabena for analysis it proved to be that of
a Barn Owl and having been soaked, teased
apart and cleaned with a bleach-like solution
of sodium hypochlorite it clearly yielded the
skulls, shoulder blades, vertebrae etc. of
Field Voles, confirmed by the teeth structure.
(There is a photo of it on the back cover.)
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hide and watched Reed Buntings and
Meadow Pipits struggling between the
reedtops or just hovering! A Magpie moth had
the sense to hide in a secluded corner.

over the shallow waters of an inlet enabled
clear views of Ringed Plover, Common
Sandpiper, Red-breasted Mergansers,
Gadwall, Great Crested Grebe and rafts of
Canada and Greylag Geese, while the
densely vegetated island in the middle of the
reservoir held noisy Black-headed Gulls.

Returning to the centre the Pied Wagtails
which had a nest there were feeding young
on the rooftop and then we set off on the Red
trail. Very close to the fence were Lesser
Black-backed Gulls on eggs and a Herring
Gull on a most substantial nest, in contrast to
a pair a little further on where they just had a
scrape in the gravel right at the edge of the
path and so were endlessly disturbed. A
diversion was a nice Mother Shipton moth in
the close turf. The shingle along Walney
Channel had a scattering of nests with eggs,
mainly Oystercatcher but also Ringed Plover.
The flora yielded Yellow Horned Poppy,
Smooth Catsear, Slender Thistle, Germander
and Wall Speedwell, Great Mullein, Common
Storksbill (some white) and Wild Pansy.
Several Drinker Moth caterpillars were
lumbering about.

Back on the trail amongst conifers and
deciduous trees attentive ears picked out the
songs of Blackcap, Willow Warbler, Song
Thrush, Chiffchaff, and Garden Warbler.
Orange Tips were still about, as were their
favourite Cuckoo Flower. A particular focus of
attention were numerous moths flying around
the tops of low conifers, one of which Dave
Hardy caught in his net. They were Rednecked Footmen – a distinctive black moth
with a red collar. Also identified was the
Green Sawfly Rhogaster viridis. At Birch Hill
Farm Les Hale drew attention to a large,
bulky insect in flight which fortunately landed
nearby on Hawthorn flowers and proved to be
a Cockchafer. The trail margins had an
interesting flora of Brooklime, Common
Spotted Orchid, Greater and Bog Stichwort,
Heath Bedstraw, Heath Speedwell and Marsh
Thistle, over which fluttered Small Heath,
Orange Tip and a faded Small Copper.

Close to the oyster farm were a pair of
Emperor Geese, descendants of captive
birds which escaped from Piel Island and
which have bred successively. As we
approached the south end Eiders were well
to the fore and were in their hundreds. Within
the hide towards the lighthouse an elevated
position enabled good views of 110
Oystercatchers (one leucistic or piebald),
Cormorants, 3 Sandwich Terns and 6 Grey
Seals. Linnets were singing in the scrub and
Sedge Warblers by the pools as a Peregrine
sped by. Those that visited the sea hide
added Gannets and Manx Shearwaters way
out toward the wind turbines. Naturally you
cannot go to Walney without being attacked
by the gulls on breeding territory and that
duly happened to several of us as we got too
near a nest. However, a sad postscript is that
the gullery was later devastated by foxes with
no young surviving!

As we crossed an extensive meadow
numerous Sand Martins dashed about with
their “chrrip” calls. Patiently scanning the
area we eventually focused on dozens of
burrows in a river cliff edging a meander of
the Hodder. Further on we had a good look at
the rocky bed of Hasgill Beck – carefully
lifting stones yielded no crayfish but one good
find was a Bullhead or Miller’s Thumb, a
small rather drab fish with a broad head.
Close by Minnows gathered in a deep pool
below the roots of an Ash.

Stocks Reservoir 4th June 2011
It had been a baking 26°C the previous day
whereas for the MNA field meeting it was
cooler, breezy and partially cloudy. Probably
just as well for Martin and John who decided
to do the whole 8 mile circuit.
Along the track towards the first hide
numerous dull pink Water Avens and blue
Bugle attracted attention as did Scorpion
Flies, Soldier Beetles and black and red
Froghoppers Cercopis vulnerata. Looking out
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Making our way through groups of blackfaced Swaledale sheep our uphill trek took us
past derelict but substantial New House
Farm. The open moorland presented the
evocative calls of Oystercatchers and
Curlews, the latter diving at and driving off
marauding Carrion Crows. Although there
were few trees, a Great Spotted Woodpecker
called and went by with dipping flight. Before
returning we went down amongst the trees to
the Hodder where a pair of Redstarts and a
Large Skipper were a nice conclusion.

Armed with his net and agility Dave caught
three moths – two common moorland
species, Smoky Wave Scopula ternata and
Northern Spinach Eulithis populata, and the
rarer, more spectacular Wood Tiger
Parasemia plantaginis. Dropping down the
limestone gorge of Eglwyseg with its Yew,
Rock Whitebeam and Spotted Catsear there
were the usual Wheatears, and a Redstart in
the trees at the foot.
Llafar Valley 9th July 2011
As members climbed through the wet,
Atlantic oakwood with its mosses, Polypody,
liverworts and yellow Cow Wheat, the Afon
Llafar, as it crashed through its gorge, around
boulders and over a waterfall almost drowned
out conversation. Sunny clearings and drier
rock outcrops offered a Brown Hawker,
Speckled Wood, Common Spotted Orchids,
Bell Heather and English Stonecrop.

Regrouping at the car park Sabena had
photographed a longhorn beetle Rhagium
sycophanta in one of the hides while Pat
Lockwood showed the small, white Pea Galls
on the ribs of an Oak leaf. Earlier in the day
Pat had set the mood as the coach
approached two traffic islands near Clitheroe
and exclaimed “Look, isn’t it wonderful !”
as we witnessed a blaze of red Poppies.

Lunch was taken in rough pasture close to a
stream fringed with Willow and Ash where
Chaffinches, Great Tits, a Whitethroat and a
Reed Bunting flittered about. Several Ringlets
and Meadow Browns fluttered amongst the
rushes and short turf. Moving off I found pink
Common Lousewort scattered about, even in
the well-worn track, while Chris Butterworth
pointed out Round-leaved Sundew and
Lesser Spearwort in a wet channel. There
was surprisingly little Bog Asphodel.

Hay Bridge 11th June 2011
It is always eventful to visit this little known
reserve. On this occasion I saw my first Large
Heath butterflies, a good few dozen flying low
and strongly over the open heath. Back at the
centre we were shown a coiled, female Adder
basking on a grassy mound a foot away from
the path made by the mower only half an
hour previously – a regular occurrence
apparently. Terry lacked his Honey Buzzards
and so detoured on the homeward journey
via Roudsea where we saw a pair in flight.
Ruabon Moor 14th June 2011
Having caught the reliable and legendary
Arriva X94 from Wrexham, Dave Hardy and I
ascended through fields, past small
reservoirs, through conifers with their Coal
Tits, Garden Warbler and Pied Flycatcher,
and then on to the moors. Linnets and Willow
Warblers were singing as harsher calls
attracted our attention to a Whinchat and
then a family of Stonechats. We were on
Bryn-Adda Flat. Mountain Bumble Bees
hummed by and then a fast-flying Dark Green
Fritillary.

Further on Meadow Pipits started appearing,
a Skylark hovered in full song, Wheatears
skipped from rock to rock while Ravens
called deeply as they put on aerial display
above the high crags.
Scanning the meandering river below with its
shingle banks we located a Dipper and Grey
Wagtail, and Chris thought he heard a
Common Sandpiper. In the same area at
quite an altitude he had a Common Lizard.
Finally we arrived at the sheer rock faces, the
Black Ladders, north-east facing, hence cool
and damp. The boulders at the foot held
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Denbighshire Moors 15th July 2011
Under the guidance of Richard Surman, Dave
Hardy and I explored a little known part of
Denbighshire, namely Aled Isaf Reservoir on
the upper reaches of Afon Aled at SH914595,
not far from Alwen Res. Our initial walk was
through rough pasture with Meadow Pipits,
Skylarks, Raven and numerous Marsh
Thistles, some of them white and others with
very thick stems and dense, heavy heads.
Common Sandpipers called from the shingle
banks of the Aled where it enters the
reservoir, which was occupied by predictable
Canada Geese as Sand Martins swooped
low over the waters. And then a spectacular
sight – beyond the dam a sheer drop to the
valley far below – what had been a waterfall,
Rhaeadr-y-Bedd, was only a trickle.

Spotted Catsear, Goldenrod and the
inevitable Parsley Fern whereas a steep
scramble up to the cliffs produced Foxglove,
Red Campion, Roseroot, Starry and Mossy
Saxifrage, Wood Sorrel, Great Woodrush,
Alpine Willowherb, Globeflower and Alpine
Meadow Rue – flora utopia! Descending the
lanes into Bethesda we concluded with
Sheepsbit, Figwort and Orange Hawkweed.
Berwyns 13th July 2011
Once again I was on the X94 WrexhamBarmouth bus but only as far as Cynwyd, the
stop after Corwen, for a walk across the
moors, making the most of warmth and clear
blue skies. A Grey Wagtail and Dipper were
on the mossy boulders by the tumbling river
below the bridge as Swifts chased and
screamed over the rooftops, even down the
streets. On the trail through coniferous forest
young Garden Warblers were being fed, Coal
Tits and Goldcrests called, Jays screamed
and a Golden-ringed Dragonfly hawked back
and forth along a trickle of water.

We had our lunch on the rocky floor as a
Golden-ringed dragonfly patrolled the
remaining pools. (A week later one was doing
the same but over deep rockpools at the foot
of Bird Rock, Nefyn). The steep wet banks
offered Glaucous Sedge, some Butterwort
and a good showing of numerous Bog
Asphodel, as Wheatears flittered about the
stepped face of the towering dam. Loud
screeches lifted our eyes to a Peregrine
which quickly dived behind a cliff, but then
more calls and then two appeared, only to
glide and soar before us. Peering at the river
below revealed a pair of Dippers and over to
the wooded right bank a Spotted Flycatcher
on a dead branch.
Great Orme 23rd July 2011
It was warm with blue skies and a gentle
breeze as 16 members assembled by the
Grand Hotel, the majority travelling by train.
The plan was to do a circuit of the Orme via
Marine Drive. Matters got off to a good start
with Ivy Broomrape opposite the hotel and a
fine display of Sea Spurrey and White
Stonecrop in the top of the seawall
overlooking the pier. After the gatehouse the
steep, grassy slopes were dominated by
Rock Rose, Small Scabious and Harebells
with a scattering of Carline Thistle, Yellow
Wort, Mouse-ear Hawkweed and Greater
Birdsfoot Trefoil. Over the wall was a nice
clump of Rock Samphire and a solitary
Slender Thistle. Movement came with Large
and Small Skippers, a dashing Dark Green
Fritillary and a very obliging Hummingbird
Hawkmoth. Equally confiding was a Rock
Pipit feeding along the roadside. Occasional
seepages encouraged numerous Butterworts,
some fully in flower, and if that was not

Then an abrupt change of habitat and wildlife
as wide expanses of Heather produced a
harsh churring Whitethroat, an equally
annoyed pair of Stonechats and a pair of
Whinchats with the male calling anxiously. A
Common Lizard crossed my path. Ringlets
fluttered in the breeze, an Oak Eggar moth
almost landed at my feet and Meadow Pipits
were everywhere. On the slopes of Moel
Fferna there were so many young Whinchats
I just had to count them – 14, and an adult
male! It has been reassuring to see good
numbers on territory this year when many
birdwatchers only see them on passage at
places like Leasowe.
A suitable conclusion was for a male Hen
Harrier to suddenly appear over a spur and
fly closely by, keeping low over the Heather
as it dropped into an open valley below.
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enough Sawwort was pointed out – a first for
many. Nearby Calamint, which prefers lime,
showed its delicate pink flowers.

to Smardale Gill bridge where Swifts,
Swallows, House and Sand Martins swooped
up and down the wet valley with its bright
yellow Monkey Flowers. Yellow Shell and
Yellow Underwing moths were disturbed in
the grass while Dave Hardy found a Twinspot Carpet moth on lichen-covered
limestone – difficult to see, all shades of grey!
Chris Butterworth produced two helicoidal
snails, Ena montana and Cochlicopa
lubrica/lubricella. A damp, north-facing
drystone wall was also very productive with
Wall-rue, Black Spleenwort, Brittle Bladder
Fern, Maidenhair Spleenwort, Rue-leaved
Saxifrage and Wood Sorrel. At its foot was a
textbook contrast between Marsh and Welted
Thistle.

At our lunch stop a family of four Peregrines
called, glided and even hovered above us in
the updraught as a Stonechat bravely called
from a sprig of Bracken. A few Dropworts
were still flowering while cliff fissures held the
big fleshy leaves of Wild Cabbage. The
ledges below the lighthouse held no auks,
only Shags, Cormorants and Kittiwakes, but
there was great commotion when a Peregrine
patrolled the cliffs. Meanwhile, Fulmars
soared and banked on stiff wings. Those
ahead of us saw a Great Black-backed Gull
dismembering a Kittiwake, a Black Guillemot
on the water, Gannets offshore and half a
dozen Oak Eggar moths in the short turf.
Dropping down to the sheltered, western
slopes the warmer rocks had good numbers
of Silver-studded Blues and Graylings with
some Small Heaths, excellent close-up views
of a Dark Green Fritillary and yet another
Hummingbird Hawkmoth, but much-faded.

As we gained further height two Redpolls flew
over and as we looked down into the Ash,
Silver Birch and Hawthorn, patience was
rewarded with Redstarts and a Green-veined
White. Finally, the target species of the day,
the Scotch Argus butterfly – dozens of them
flying about a steep grassy slope in the sun –
one of only two sites in England where they
can be seen. Keeping them company were
Meadow Browns, Small Heaths and Small
Skippers. Dave Hardy showed us a Dark
Green Fritillary he had caught, although it
was much faded.
Then it was up on to the impressive stone
viaduct and the abandoned railway line
between Tebay and Darlington. CB revealed
two more snails – the Wrinkled Snail
Candidula intersecta and Arianta arbustorum
– and the orange-red fruit of Cloudberry.
Along the trail shrubs and trees held
Chaffinches, Coal Tits, Willow Warblers and
a Great Spotted Woodpecker. Beyond the
limekilns and the limestone rubble with
Carline Thistle the open grassy slopes of a
wide cutting were a blaze of colour with such
a variety of flora – Common Knapweed,
Sneezewort, Field Scabious, Harebell,
Betony, Great Burnet, Lady’s and Hedge
Bedstraw, Melancholy Thistle and several
hundred Marsh Fragrant Orchids, mostly
south facing. A shaded, rock cutting yielded a
solitary Common Twayblade.

Linnets flew around the Gorse down below
while upslope a Wheatear and Greenfinches
added variety. Just as we were giving up
hope, first those distinctive calls and then a
pair of Choughs suddenly appeared and flew
overhead, their blood red beaks and legs
showing well against a deep blue sky. The
botany was concluded with Ploughman’s
Spikenard, Giant Bellflower, Spiny
Restharrow, Wild Madder, Great Broomrape
and another local speciality which is doing
well, Vervain.
Smardale Gill NNR 7th August 2011
It didn’t look good as we headed up the M6
through gloom and heavy rain but by the time
we arrived at Newbiggin-on-Lune it was dry,
the clouds were breaking and eventually it
was warm and sunny. After checking the
dark, purple-red heads of Great and Fodder
Burnet at the roadside we made our way up

Earlier, Sabena had a Heather Fly Bibio
pomonae. In particular I mention this because
a week later on top of the Long Mynd in
Shropshire I walked through vast numbers of
them flying low over the Heather, making a
loud hum like bees.
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The year in pictures

Top: Waxwings in Liverpool City Centre, January

Top: Gannet, Bempton, June

Middle: Skeleton of a Field Vole, from a Barn
Owl pellet from Carsington Water, February

Middle: Apricot blossom, Conwy, April
Bottom: Scotch Argus, Smardale, August

Bottom: Toads in amplexus, Dibbinsdale, March

